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THE LAST TOUCH 

Grade 9 2022 TERM 1 

BEST OF LUCK 

 
https://www.liveworksheets.com/dg2948jv 

 

https://forms.office.com/r/7EcJ1d97E6 

 

 

https://www.liveworksheets.com/fd1532387hm 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfBmOt-86p63gj1meSFFY3cfejguKHVIIh-

QafHKfNpK1_BDQ/viewform 

 

• https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=GDmBaUijT0
KBaEskboYkXIiVuzwAchZNpk8n8CMj3htURFhNT1VPR0JOQUtENFdCOT
QxSDdUTllFVi4u&sharetoken=Yg69S06RA8GayQZtC9Bj 

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=GDmBaUijT0KB
aEskboYkXIiVuzwAchZNpk8n8CMj3htUQk5DQVpDQVRaWjJQWlY5VVJJTj
gwWkxKQi4u&sharetoken=9ELSuc6RP6gL5Qz1ST30 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions 

below: 



Charles Dickens is famous English Novelist. He was born in 

1812. His father was a clerk in navy. When they moved to 

London, his father got into financial trouble. Charles was 12 

when his parents sent him to work in a factory. A month later 

his father was sent to prison for debt. Charles lived without 

his family. He lived by himself to work in a factory in London. 

This was one of the unhappiest times of his life. 

 

Later Charles could educate himself. At the age of 24 he 

became famous. He wrote many novels which reflected his 

sympathy with poor, so he was known as friend of the poor in 

London. Some of his great novels are "Oliver Twist", "Great 

Expectations and his historical novel "A Tale of Two Cities". 

Charles Dickens died in 1870. 

 

A- Fill in the following table: 

 
Name Date of Birth Date of Death One of his 

great novels 
1………………...
....... 

2………………...
....... 

3………………...
....... 

4……..............
... 

 
B- Mark the following sentences with(T) for true or (F) for false in the 

brackets: 

5. Charles Dickens completed his study in the university. ( ) 

6. He was unhappy when he lived alone in London. ( ) 

7. His novels showed that he was friend of the poor in London. ( ) 

 

C- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d; the write the number on the 

opposite line. 

 

8. His father went to …………………..for debt. 8……………….. 
 

A. prison b. palace c. school d. hospital 

 
9. When he was ………he became very famous. 9………………. 

 

a. 12 b. 24 c. 42 d. 58 

 
10. "A Tale of Two Cities;' is a …………… 10…………….. 

 

a. comedy b. poem c. play d. historical novel 



Read the following text then answer the question below: 

Dr. Smith and his brother Sam are very different. Sam is tall and thin. Dr. Smith 

is short and fat. Sam is a quit person. He can work for hours alone in his office. Dr. 

Smith loves to talk and meet people. He can talk for hours with his patients It is hard 

to believe the two are brothers. In fact, they have been living together for thirty 

years. They have two sisters: Sue and Mary. 

 

Sue and Mary now have their own homes. Dr. Smith and Sam share their home with 

several pets, a cat, a dog, and a bird. 

 

Most of the time, Dr. Smith and Sam are happy in London. But often they think 

about other parts of the world. Sue lives in Italy. Mary lives in California. So 

sometimes the two brothers dream of travelling. They want to see their sisters. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d; then write the number on the opposite line. 

 

1. This passage is about 1………………… 

a. Dr. Smith and Sam b. Dr. Smith c. Mary d. Sue 

2. Dr. Smith and Sam are………. 2…………………. 
a. Different b. the same c. sick d. rich 

3. Sue and Mary now live in ………………. 3…………………. 
a. With their brothers b. in a small village 

 
c. In their own houses d. in New York 

 
4. Dr. Smith and Sam………… 4…………………. 

 

a. are afraid of animals b. have tame animal c. don`t like animals 

d. don`t have animals 

 
5. The word "patient" means…………….people. 5………………… 

 
a. healthy b. fat c. quiet d. sick 

 
6. the word "several" means……… 6……………….. 

 
a. less b. much c. some d. big 

 
7. Where does Sue live? In…… 7……………….. 

 

a. Italy b. Paris c. California d. London 

 
8. Why do Dr. Smith and Sam want to travel? 8……………….. 

 

a. To see new places b. to buy modern thing

 b. to seetheir sisters d. to have experience 

 

9. The underline pronoun "He" refers to…….. 9…………………. 
 

10. dr. Smith and Sam are……………………… in London. 10………………. 
 

a. happy b. sad c. play d. laughing 



Read the following text then answer the question below: 

A long time ago, men hunted their food. They often killed wild animals , birds or 

fish.They used rocks and sticks to kill them. Later on , people began fighting 

each other. Everyone wanted more food and more lands. Somebody invited the 

gun,. Soldiers were taught how to kill and shot the enemy soldiers. Many 

people were killed in wars. One day, an officer became sad and he cried, his 

soldiers were fighting well and many men were killed. He turned to his men 

and said" My soldiers I`m going to ask you a question. The one who gives the 

best answer will receive a medal. The question is this " What is the strongest 

power in the world?" 

 

One soldier said," I think my gun is the strongest power. It can 

kill a person or am animal from a great distance". Another soldier 

said , "n A soldier is stronger because he uses the gun ".A third 

soldier said , " I think the greatest power is love. If men had more 

love for each other they would not use their guns". The officer was 

happy to hear that opinion. 

 
A- Choose the correct answer ; then write a b, c, or d on the opposite line. 

1. Officer teach soldiers how to .…….. 1………………………. 

a. Fight b. hunt for food c. catch fish d. hunt birds 

2. A long time ago, people used ……to hunt for food. 2………………………. 

a. Medals b. gunsc. their bodies d. rocks and sticks 

 

B- What do the underline words refer to: 

3. "them" line 2 refer to 

….................................................................................................………………………
…………… 

 
4. "one" line 8 refer to 

…....................................................................................................……………………
……………… 

 

 
D- Mark True or False: 

5. The officer was happy after wars( ) 

6. The officer liked the third 

answer ( )  

 



Read the following text, then answer the questions below. 

 

How much do you know about camels? Camels normally 

live for about 40 years but, they usually stop working when they 

are about 25. Camels don't normally like running, but when they 

need to, they can run at 20 kilometers per hour. 

 

The Dromedary or Arabian camels have one hump while 

the Bactrian or Asian camels have longer hair and have got two 

humps. There are about 14 million camels in the world and most of 

them are dromedaries. 

 

An adult camel is about 2.1 meter tall and weighs about 500 

kilograms. Camels can walk for more than 600 kilometers without 

drinking. They only need to drink water every six or eight days. But 

when there is water, they can drink up to 90 liters. 

 

A- Complete the table with the correct information. 

 

The 
cam
el 

Normal life 40 years 

1. Working life:  

2. Running speed: 20km/hr 

3. Number of camels in the 
world: 

 

4. Height:  

5. Weight:  

 

 

B- Mark the following true or 

false. 

  

6. Camels normally like to 

run ( 

) 
 

7. The Asian camel has longer 

hair. ( 

) 
 

8. Camel can walk for more than 600 kilometers without 

drinking. ( 

) 

C- Complete the following statements. 
 

9. Camels need to drink water every days. 9…………….. 
 

10

. 

a.  6 or 8 b. 7 or 8 c. 6 or 7 d. 8 or 9 

The direct opposite for the word tall line 8 is 

…………. 

 

10…………… 

 a.  Short b. large c. 
big 

d. giant  



Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

 

For centuries, people have been playing kicking games with a ball. The game of 

football developed from some of these early games. Organized football games began 

in 1863. In football, two teams of eleven players try to kick or head the ball into their 

goal. The goalkeeper, who tries to keep the ball out of the goal, is the only player on 

the field who is allowed to touch the ball with his hands. The other players must use 

their feet, heads and bodies to control the ball. Every four years, football teams 

around the world compete for the World cup. The World Cup competition started in 

1930. Brazil is the home of many great football players , including the most famous 

player of all, Pele. With his fast foot work, dazzling speed, and great scoring ability, 

Pele played for many years in Brazil and then later in New York. During his 22 years 

in football, he scored 1281 goals and held every major record for the sport. Football 

is definitely the world's most popular sport for people of most European and Latin 

American countries. 

 

 
A- Choose the right answer. Write a, b, c, or d on the opposite line. 

 
1. Football teams around the world compete for the world cup every…… 4……… 

a. Four years b. six years c. ten years d. seven years 

2. Football is very famous in more than …………… countries. 5…….. 

a. One hundred b. one hundred fourteen d. one hundred one 

3. The goalkeeper`s duty is to keep the ball………………………the goal. 6…….. 

a. In b. out of c. on d. for 

4. The pronoun he in line 10 refers to …….. 7……… 

a. Ronaldo b. Missy c. Abo Trike d. Pele 

B- Write T or F. 

5. Organized football games began in 1863 ( ) 

6. Pele scored 1002 goals. ( ) 

7. Football is definitely the world`s most popular sport. ( ) 



Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

 

London is a very big city. It is the capital of 

England and Great Britain. It is on the river. Thames 

in South- East England. Over eight million people live 

there. There are many good ways to get around 

London. The underground or "the tube" is a quick and 

easy way to get around the city. If you don`t feel like 

walking, or taking a taxi, it`s far cheaper than a taxi, 

but can get very crowded, especially during rush 

hours. Underground station are located almost all over 

London. 

London is famous for its roomy and clean taxis. 

Drivers are professionals, gentles and friendly. Unlike 

some of the drivers in the United States, they know 

where they are going . However, London is mostly 

famous for its double decker buses. A double-decker 

bus is a bus that has two levels. It is the best way to 

see the most London iconic buildings such as Big-

Ben`s tower and the London eye. 

 

 

A- Complete the following statement; then write a, b, c or d on the opposite 

line. 

4. London is the ………of England and great Britain. 4………. 

a. City b. village c. capital d. town 

5. The …….. gets very crowded during rush hours. 5………. 

a. Bus b. taxis c. tube d. motor bikes 

6. Double – Decker ……are very famous in London. 6……… 

a. Buses b. trains c. trams d. ships 

 

B- Write True of False. 

7. London is a big village ( ) 

8. It is located on the south east of England. ( ) 

9. A Taxi is cheaper than the underground. ( ) 

10. London is famous for its roomy and clean taxis. ( ) 



Read the following passage and then answer the questions below ; 

When I was a child , my father always read to me before my 

bedtime . my favorite author was and still Enid Blyton .one of 

the most famous British story writers in history . she was born 

in 1879 in London .She has written hundreds of interesting 

books for children around the world through the years . In her 

fantasy stories ,Enid Blyton has created a whole new magical 

out of their imaginations .in this world ,forests come alive at 

night with elves goblins and talking animals .every tunnel can 

lead to treasures and every hole in the ground is an adventure 

waiting for courageous children with wits and bravery . a 

rainbow always leads to a pot of gold . My favorite character 

is old Mr. Saucepan .He live in the trunk of the magical 

faraway tree . Mr. Saucepan often leads the children into one 

adventure after another . At other time when children are in 

danger he would lead in and fight away any nasty creature 

which are threatening them. 

A. Fill in the missing information in the following table 

 
 

1. Writer`s name • Nationality 3-Year of Birth 4-place of birth 

 

B. Mark the following sentences with true of false ; 
 

1. The narrator`s mother reads him bedtime stories [ ] 

2. In her fantasy stories forests come alive at night [ ] 

3. The narrator favorite character live in a small house [ ] 

C. 

D. Choose the correct answer then write a ,b ,c or d on the opposite line 

 

8- Enid Blyton wrote stories for ………………………….. 
 

a. Adults b- old people c- Children d-infants 

 
9- A ................ leads to a pot of gold in her fantasy stories . 

 

a. Rainbow b-goblin c-fairy d- Character 

 
10- Old Mr. Saucepan is the narrator`s favorite ………………….. 

 

a-Character b-Friend c-Story d- Poem 



Read the following passage and then answer the questions below ; 

Ibn Battuta is a Moroccan Muslim traveler . He 

travelled more than 75000 miles which made him one of 

the greatest travelers of all times . He was born into a 

Barber family in Tangier ,Moroccan on , 25th  February 

1304 . At the age of twenty –one ,Ibn Battuta left his 

hometown on a hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca ,a journey 

that would take 16 months . He wouldn’t see Morocco 
again for 24 years . After returning home from his travels 

in 1354 ,Ibn Battuta dictated an account of his journeys 

to Ibn Juzayy , a scholar whom he had met in Granada 

.His book ,the Rihla or the journey ,is the only source of 

stories of Ibn Battuta`s travels . He died in Morocco in 

1368 . 

 
A. Choose the correct answer then write a , b ,c or d on the opposite line ; 

 

3. The above passage is mainly about ………………. 
 

a-Moroccan scientist b-Journey to Morocco 

 
c-Pilgrimage to Mecca d-Moroccan traveler 

 
4. Ibn Battuta started his journey in ……………………. 

 

a-1324 b-1325 c-1326 d-1327 

 
5. The travel from Morocco to Mecca takes ……………………. 

 

a-21 years b-16 months c-24 years d-16 Months 

 
6. Ibn Battuta saw in Juzayy for the first time in…………………………… 

 

a-Morocco b-Tangier c- Granada d- Mecca 

 
B. What do the underline words mean : 

 

7. The word Hajj in line 4 means ………………… 

a. Pilgrimage b- Travel c- Journey d- account 

8. The word journey in line 4 means ……………………… 

 

a-country b-trip c- hometown d- City 

 
C. Write true or false ; 

9. Ibn Battuta travelled more than 60000 miles [ ] 

10. At the age of twenty-one he went to Hajj [ ] 



Read the Passage and then answer the questions ; 

Mr. Jones told his wife Carol that the trip into the middle of Africa to 

shoot wild animals would be very unconformable ,it would he hot , they 

would live in a tent and it might be dangerous ,she insisted to go with him. 

They bought a big tent ,camp beds and an ice- box. Then they went off to 

the middle of Africa Before going to hunt Mr. Jones gave Carola bell to use 

if she was in danger and needed him ,then he left . After few minutes he 

heard the bell and return quickly to the tent ‘’ what is the matter ?’’ he asked 

‘’nothing ‘’ his wife answered ,’’I was only testing the bell’’ Mr. Jones went 

off ,but after a quarter of an hour ,the bell rang again , Mr. Jones hurried 

back to the tent ,but she said ‘’ I`m sorry I was cleaning out tent ,and I 
knocked the bell over by mistake .’’Mr. Jones returned to his hunting ,but 

soon he heard the bell once again ,this time when he got back to the camp 

, the tent was burning and Carol was lying on the ground with blood running 

from a big cut on her shoulder . ’’ This is better ‘’ , said Mr. Jones , ’’ This 
time the bell had been used correctly ‘’ 

A. Choose the correct answer then write a , b ,c or d on the opposite line ; 

 

1. Mr. Jones`s wife was told to use the bell when she was ………… 

 

a-testing it b-cleaning the tent c-in danger d-alone 

 
2. Mr. Jones and his wife went to the middle east of Africa to ……………… 

 

a-depend their holiday b-shoot wild animals 

 
c-shoot tame animals d-swim in the river 

 
3. When Mr. Jones heard the bell for the first time he ………….. 

 

a-d idn’t care about it b-returned quickly to the tent 

c-become very happy d-shoot three time in the air 

4. The trip to Africa would be very ……………… 

 

a-e asy b-quick c-uncomfortable d-safe 

 
5. When Mr. Jones got back to his camp for the last time ,the tent was ……. 

 

a-burning b-clean c-stolen d-cold 

 
C-What do the underline words refers to 

6. They in line 3 refers to ……………. 
7. She in the line 5 refers to………… 

8. He in line 11 refers to……………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAZE  PRACTICE 

 
I am Fatima and I want to talk about (who,where,what) 

activities I like and dislike. The activity (where,whose,which) I 

like most(painting ,are painting , is painting). I also like 

(swimming , is swimming, are swimming) but I prefer 

painting. I go to an after-school painting club 

(what,which,where) my teacher gives me a lot of help. She 

shows me a lot of ways to use different colours and I can 

(makes,making ,make) the pictures which I paint look much 

better. Even at home, when I (am not doing,is not doing ,are 

not doing ) my homework, I love (paints,paint,to paint). My 

mum(take, took, takes) me swimming every Wednesday night. 

I (use,using ,used) to (is,are,be ,am)scared of the water but 

now (which,that,whose) I can swim, I really enjoy it. I do not 

like fishing. At the weekend, my father takes my brother 

fishing, but I do not go as I do not like to catch fish. (in my 

opinion ,strongly agree, I think )I am scared of the fish. I 

(should,would ,could)like to go horse riding, but my father 

says I am little, and the horses are very big animals. He believes 

I (will , would, could)be (scary, scarring ,scared) of the 

horses as I am scared of little fish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION 

1-My brother and sister playing tennis at 11am yesterday 

1. are           b- was  c-were 

2.   you still working at 7pm last night? 

a-Were b- Are c-was 

3. At 8.30am today I driving to work. 

a-was b- am c-were 

4. We sleeping when the police came. 

a- b- weren’t               c-won't 

5. Why he having lunch at 4pm? 

a-was b-does c-were 

6. Was he not his homework? 

a-doing b-do                 c-done 

7. Snow lightly. Suddenly a reindeer appeared. 

a-fell   b-was falling c- is falling 

8. Somebody threw a shoe at him he was speaking. 

a-after b-when c- while 

9. They ……TV when I arrived. 

a-were watching b- were watched c-watched 

10. I was reading a detective story I heard a noise. 

A-during    b- while  c- when 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Everyone (wanted-wants –want)to (is –am-be) fit and 

healthy (so-and-but )not everyone enjoys (work-

working-worked) out in the gym. Let’s( be honest –in 

my opinion –I think )isn’t hanging out with friends at 

the mall or(relax- relaxing-relaxed) in front of the 

television a lot more(enjoy- enjoyable-enjoyed)? Well, 

exercising (has not-does not-do not) have to be (bore-

boring-bored). There (is-am-are) so many sports and 

activities to choose from, so do not wait, try something 

new today! 
 

 

   Badr would often go camping with his family in the family in the 

desert .He liked to walk alone in the desert .He Looked- look – was 

looking at the stars in the sky and enjoyed the noises of the night. 

One day , he walking- walk –was walking )along a sandy trail when he hear ( 

any – some –a little - ) animals move in the bushes. He Knew it was 

dangerous to leave the path ,but he had to see what they were ( What – 

Where – While )Bader was chasing them, the animals ( moving – moved – 

were moving ) from bush to bush .Then they ( disappeared – disappearing – 

disappear)- Bader looked around .He realized that he was lost and soon –it 

became night .He felt very worried .He was hungry but didn’t have ( any –
many –some) food He was thirsty and wanted ( any –some –a lot ) water 

.While he was thinking about what to do ,he ( hear – was hearing – 

heard)his father calling his name . 

Bader (felt –feels –feeling)very happy to see his father and gave him a 

big hug .His dad told him never leave the path again. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

   Hi, My name is Ali When I was young I used to live in a small 

house .In the past I lived with my family. I lived with my 

parents,grandparents and my uncles –My family is because 

we love and ........................ care about each other. We lived 

together as a big family At mealtime, we eat together. We 

always gather together. My sister is ………………………… she 
will marry next month and will live in an……………...My aunt 

visit us every weekend and I play with my cousins . I spend a 

nice time with my family. We visit each other. And made 

special meals together. 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

 

1-I spend my ............................. with my grandpa in Dubai. 

A) port B) childhood C) traffic 

2- There wasn’t any ........... because people did not have cars. 

A) port B) childhood C) traffic 

3- The streets were not ........... at midnight. 

A) Crowded B) childhood C) traffic 

4- My cousin is ............................. He is 16 years old. 

A) B) child C) adult C) teenager 

 

 

Best of luck 

Dr Mohamed Fath Albab 

Engaged / close –Knit/ - extended/ - Apartment /used to 


